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Ref: Zen Bikes, Pages video.
Set-up: This is a real person talking about their passion, “ahs” and “ums” and all. 
Like “Zen Bikes,” they're not actually talking about using Google+, they're just talking  
about their interest while we visually show a woman making a chanterelle pizza.
 
 

VISUAL:  We see a woman pull a bunch of chanterelles out of her 
canvas tote and admire them.

 
AUDIO:      Yeah...everyone likes to eat.
 

VISUAL:  She takes a photo of the chanterelles with her phone and 
posts on Google+: “Just found the most perfect chanterelles.”

 
AUDIO:    But...the truth is...
 
VISUAL:     We see a friend comment on the post: ‘What is that?’
 

AUDIO:    It’s not often I find people who…love food. Like I do.
 

VISUAL:  A mouse clicks on the communities icon. We then follow the 
mouse as it passes over a few different Communities subjects–‘Comic 
Book Club’, ‘Baseballers’—before settling on 'Foodies Unite.' The mouse 
clicks in.

 
AUDIO:    So it’s great to find people who care about...the 
differences between curly, dino and red Russian kale.

 
VISUAL:  We montage through posts. We see pictures of an 
artistically platted chanterelle risotto, mango caprese salad and pork 
belly buns. We pause on the last post and see a conversation occurring 
as members comment, +mention people and +1 comments.

 



AUDIO:    Or know that...farm fresh eggs taste…like...a billion 
times better than the grocery store stuff. 

 
VISUAL:  We cut back to the woman chopping radicchio as she 
watches a tutorial hangout with a chef on her tablet.

 
AUDIO:    It’s exciting...this group...that I can spend an afternoon 
hanging out with debating whether…pancetta or prosciutto is 
better....

 
VISUAL:  We tour the UI over the next few statements, looking at the 
various things you can do on communities, including breaking down by 
category (ex: Herbs & Spices, The Art of Butchery, Artisanal Cheeses), 
getting notifications, and the ability to click the +1 button on a website 
article (ex: Best Burger Recipes on Epicurious.com) and share it with 
your community (Foodies Unite).

 
AUDIO:    ...and share personal recipes...or get tips on how to toss 
pizza dough.

 
VISUAL:  We see the woman putting a chanterelle pizza down on a 
table and taking a photo of it. She posts the photo to communities 
with: “All in all, it’s hard to beat a good slice of pizza with fellow foodies, 
+Conor Reed and +Jess Gomez.

 
AUDIO:    It almost feels like…I’ve known this group of people 
forever because…we're all connected around this thing we really 
love.

 
VISUAL:  We see the grey '+1' button light up and people adding more 
and more comments. We cut to white as type appears on-screen.

 
TEXT:      A place for whatever you’re into. That’s a plus.

 
VISUAL: We cut to a cursor clicking on the communities icon in the 
ribbon. We then fade to a Google+ logo.

 
 
 
 



Endline Alt:
 
Getting inspired, together. That’s a plus.


